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TYPICAL MINING SITE PROCESS

EXPLORATION

DEVELOPMENT

Exploration for
mineral resources.
Remote sensing.
Geophysical /
geochemical tests.
Samples Feasibility
studies.

Drilling and
modeling of the ore
body.
Selection of
appropriate mining
technique.
Capital investment
in mine
infrastructure.

EXTRACTION

Mining of the
ore body Rock
breaking.
Surface mining.
Underground
mining.

CRUSHING
SIZING

Materials are
crushed and
ground to achieve
finer particles
sized for optimum
recovery of
minerals specie.

MATERIAL
HANDLING

Mined minerals
transported
and stored to
processing site.
Use of loaders,
trucks, trains, at
the face mining
systems and
conveyors.

MATERIAL
SHIPPING

Mined materials
delivered and
exported to end
users.
Use of ship loaders
and transhippers.

MINING PRODUCTS
APRON FEEDERS
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Inclined Feeders
Horizontal Feeders
Width up to 3000 mm.
Length up to 20 mt.
Hinged and curved pans by frontal scraper
Perfect pans cleaning

NORMAL DUTY CRUSHER

MO

✓ For sticky materials compressive strength up
to 800 kg/cm2
✓ Diameters up to 2000 mm
✓ Width up to 3000 mm
✓ Output up to 2500 t/h
✓ Scrapers for rollers cleaning
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HEAVY DUTY CRUSHER
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✓ Up to 2000 kg/cm2 material compressive
strength
✓ Diameters up to 1200 mm
✓ Width up to 3200 mm
✓ Output up to 2500 t/h
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STATIONARY CRUSHING UNIT
✓ Combination of inclined or horizontal apron
feeder and roller crusher
✓ high volume Receiving hopper up to 200 m3
✓ Rear and side feeding of the hopper by
dumpers

MINING PRODUCTS
SEMI-MOBILE CRUSHING UNIT
✓ Skid mounted combination of inclined apron
feeder and roller crusher
✓ Hopper’s feeding by payloader

MOBILE CRUSHING UNIT
✓ Crawler mounted combination of inclined
apron feeder on roller crusher
✓ Self propelling units by diesel generator and
hydraulic motors
✓ Hopper’s feeding by payloader

HANDLING MATERIAL
✓ Stacker: luffing and slewing
✓ Reclaimer: portal, semi-portal, bridge,
cantilever type
✓ Bucket wheel
✓ Combined Stacker/Reclaimer bucket wheel

THE HEART OF THE MINING PROCESS: ROLLER CRUSHER/SIZERS
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FUNCTIONING PRINCIPLE
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The rotors turn in opposite directions in order to
allow the material to flow through the gap between
the two toothed rollers.

Crushing by shearing and tensile stress

When hard and rocky materials are processed, the
differential speed is low (10% or less) to ensure
that the compression strength effect is successful.
Rotating speed of the roller sizers is slightly different
(10%-20%) in order to crush through compression
strenght and tensile and shear stress.

Different speed for obtaining boulder best
crushing position
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The peripheral speed of the rollers is slow, between
1.5 and 3 m/s, when compared to the impact
machines speed, which is over 15 m/s.
Low peripherical speed
Speed< 3m/sec

When the raw materials are plastic, a higher
differential speed (20%) is selected. Raw materials
are crushed by either compression strength or
tensile and shear stress.

The low peripheral speed is a particularly relevant
factor because it allows for a remarkable reduction
of the wear rate of sizer.
Roller design allows a very high materials reduction
ratio up to 1 to 10 at each crushing stage.
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THE HEART OF THE MINING PROCESS: ROLLER CRUSHER/SIZERS
Double roller sizers are equipped with scrapers
which make it possible to keep the grooves and the
work roller surface perfectly clean, avoiding any
kind of clogging even with very sticky materials.
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Sizers can be installed to suit different installation
requirements, even one on top of the other, with
the primary crusher feeding the secondary crusher
directlythrough a chute.
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WORKING PARAMETERS: OUTLET GRAIN SIZE,
POWER AND MAINTENANCE
In double roller sizers crushing technology, outlet
granulometric size depends on:
• The gap between the two rollers
• The size, shape and number of teeth

THE HEART OF THE MINING PROCESS: ROLLER CRUSHER/SIZERS
The most important and qualifying tooth
characteristics are:
• Number of teeth on each roller and position on
the roller
• Tooth shape
• Tooth thickness
The wide selection of the number and the shape of
teeth allows a great crushing flexibility.
Low peripheral speed means low power
consumption: many application tests confirm an
average power absorption of 0,3-0,4 kW/h each
Ton crushed.
Another qualifying characteristic of the Bedeschi
sizers, compared to the impact crushers, is that
thanks to the design and operational qualities they
are able to generate, during the process, a low
quantity of fines particle even with hard and rocky
material.
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This is an important advantage when the crushed
material has to be operated by a modern vertical
mill that works at high efficiency only when feed
by granular material and minimal amount of fines
particles.

Outlet granulometric distribution
Crusher type:
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Target: is to obtain an outlet granulometric size with the maximum crushed material’s percentage between 20 and 60 mm,
minimizing the of 0-20 mm granulometric size.
The impact and the roller crushers only ensure the outlet 100% less then 60 mm, but only the roller crusher produce a little
quantity of fines 0-20 mm (25-30%).
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1. Apron Feeder during installation
2. Mobile crawler mounted Crushing Unit
3. Crushing unit in the gallery
4. Two-stage Crushing Unit
5. One stage Crushing Unit
6. Mobile Crushing Unit
7. Stationary Crushing Unit
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HANDLING
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1. Stationary luffing and slewing stacker
2. Circular mixing bed
3. Portal scraper reclaimer
4. Bucket wheel
5. Indoor travelling luffing stacker
6. Outdoor travelling luffing stacker
7. Longitudinal mixing bed – bridge reclaimer
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GALLERY
SHIPPING
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1. Shiploader
2. Shiploader screw type
3. Transhipper for coal
4. Transhipper in operation
5. Transhipper
6. Dedusted chute of shiploader

BEDESCHI
Via Praimbole, 38 - 35010 - Limena (Padova) - ITALY
Tel. +39.049.7663100 - Fax +39.049.8848006

BEDESCHI spa - Via Praimbole, 38 - 35010 Limena (PD) - Italy
Phone +39.049.7663100 - Fax +39.049.8848006 - sales@bedeschi.com - www.bedeschi.com
BEDESCHI Handling spa - Via Luigi Cibrario, 55E - 16154 Genova - Italy
Phone +39.049.7663100 - Fax +39.049.8848006 - sales@bedeschi-handling.com - www.bedeschi-handling.com
BEDESCHI America Inc. - 3275 W. Hillsboro Boulevard - Suite 312 Deerfield Beach, FL 33442 USA
Phone +1.954.6022175 - Fax +1.954.6025390 - info@bedeschiamerica.com - www.bedeschiamerica.com
BEDESCHI Dubai Office - Level 9, Monarch Office Tower Office 936
One Sheikh Zayed Road, PO Box 333840, Dubai UAE - Phone: +971.4.3721303 - BedDubai@bedeschi.com
CTP TEAM srl - Via Santa Maria in Campo, 1 - 20873 Cavenago Brianza (MB) - Italy
Phone +39.02.2410481 - Fax +39.02.24104846 - info@ctp.mi.it - www.ctp.mi.it
ONT Officine Nastri Trasportatori S.p.A. - Via Provinciale, 25 - 24040 Lallio (BG) - Italy
Phone +39.035.691085 - Fax 39.035.692382 - info@ont.it - www.ont.it

